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It is my honor to be the President of Rotary Club of Tai Po after having joined the club for almost 6 years. First of all, I
would like to salute and thank our Immediate Past President Patrick Fong, the Club officers and Board of Directors of
last term in building our club as one of the best in the District.

The theme of this Rotary Years is ‘Connect’.
Following this distinct mission and structure,
we plan to arrange our activities and service
projects with more connections to the family,
community and networking with professionals.
With regard to the club meeting, it is our
intention to add a new session for the
members and their families to share their
happiness or life experiences. Family members
are encouraged to participate more in the
services projects. We will also invite a diversity
of speakers from different walks of life.During the months of June and July, our club had experienced a

lot of activities leading to the official start of the Rotary business.
In July, we had our own installation, installation of our baby club
and mother club. Most of all, July was marked by the District
Installation on July 13th.

Being the President of this unique club, Rotary Club of Tai Po, is
a valuable experience. I thank you all for giving me this chance
to lead and serve in 2019-20. My major goal is to make sure this
year is full of fun and joy, filled with educational and enjoyable
events as well as invaluable experiences on serving the
community through the services projects. Let’s go hand in hand
to keep our club, which was founded 27 years ago, as strong as
it always has been, and as lovely as the Rotaryannes always are.

I took up this post with only two weeks’ notice as our PE last term had resigned
recently due to personal reason and gave me a challenge on leading the club. It is
really a great challenge to me as I had to pick up many issues for running the club in
such short period. However, there are some unchanged rules in the universe: such as
Challenge always comes with Support. Once this arrangement was made known, I was
approached by many past presidents and club members to offer their help and
support voluntarily by providing personal coaching and giving helping hands. That’s
why I can facilitate the last two meetings without major mistakes. For this Presidential
year, I have a Board and club officers working with me. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank them for helping out and being very effective in their roles.



Soon thereafter, both our WYS Rotaractors and our baby club RC SoHo HK held
their respective changeover on the same evening on 3rd July. RAC WYS led a Joint
Installation with 2 other CU Rotaract Clubs and is a first for this Club. I am afraid it
is not an entirely wise decision because everyone was made to endure the 3-hour
long ceremony. Having said that, the collaboration seems to be able to exemplify
the new Rotary theme Rotary Connects and fostered better friendship in
preparation for a fruitful year ahead.

The last meeting to conclude Patrick’s presidency was a joyous meeting on 28 June
when members brought along the birthday Whiskey tumbler and drank with Patrick
for the good work in his year. A relaxed Patrick has seen almost the last of his
presidential duties and so went on to drink more than his usual restrained self.

By the way, Tai Post has also undergone a slight
make-over to welcome the new Rotary year. I hope
you like the changes. And from now on, under the
leadership of KF, let Rotary Connects The World!

Dorothy’s dramatic exit from RCTP has stirred but not shaken the club. We are glad
to have K F Tam agreeing to take on presidency immediately. KF is known for his
dry humour, understated participation in services and wide network of friends and
speakers. The whole club gives him unanimous support. Like Dorothy said in her
parting message to us, RCTP deserves someone more willing to devote time and
attention for the betterment of the club.

Consistent with the Tai Po
tradition, we held our Annual
Fund Raising Ball in June. We
opted for a different venue and
a different Production House this
year and had Cruised to Serve
the World at Ocean Park
Marriott. Nice hotel and nice
food even if nothing much
relates to the theme. But the
more marked difference from
past years is that the ball
chairlady and President Elect
Dorothy Chan has resigned from
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EDITOR
SAYS

As we bade farewell to June and ushered in July, we stepped into a
brand new era. CHANGE is the name of the game and we are
celebrating or experiencing quite some fundamental changes.

our club soon after the Ball is finished. She did not even wait for the outcome of the fund raising effort –
indeed a first for Tai Po! Apparently, her cruise ship sets sail in a different direction.

At the District level, I cannot help but feel elated
when I read the caption of the email message on
28 June which says “Final Governor’s Message”.
No more “Weekly Inspirations”!



“The key message was to show that a group of teenagers can have an impact on their
community,” says Fatma Choura, the club’s adviser and member of the Rotary Club of
Radès, Tunisia. “They wanted to encourage other young people to become active and
serve their communities.”

Tunisian Interactors win 2018 Interact 
Video Awards From RI News Apr. 2019

Choura says the Tunis Inner City club decided to film at the
Olympic Stadium in Radès because it is an impressive
backdrop and is located in the city of their sponsor club. The
video’s main character, a young woman, passes groups of
Interactors who are acting out the club’s five most
meaningful projects. The film builds to its main message:
“Through enjoying the good and overcoming the bad, we
grew together, and we got closer until we became a
family — a family aiming for higher goals and achievements
and looking forward to making the world a better place.”

When members of the Interact Club of Tunis Inner City, Tunisia, set out to make a
video about their club, they focused on the many projects that have kept club
members busy and engaged throughout their city

The two-minute video was selected as best in the 2018
Interact Video Awards, earning the club $1,000 to spend on a
future project. Videos from the Interact Clubs of Alexandria
East Champions, Egypt; San Salvador Noroeste, El Salvador;
and Colegio de Calumpit, Bulacan, Philippines, were named
runners-up. A video from the Interact Club of A.V.P. Trust
Public School (CBSE) Gandhinagar, Tamil Nadu, India, was
voted the 2018 fan favorite in a social media poll. All
awardees received a letter from the Rotary International
president and have their videos posted on social media.
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Choura says the Interact club is like a
family. The members spend a lot of time
together, and through team-building
and social activities, they have
developed mutual respect for each other.
The Interactors also benefit from the
mentoring and support they receive
from their sponsor Rotary club.

“We follow them closely because they are, as teens, in a
critical phase of their development,” Choura says. “We see
each other on a regular basis and we work together, growing
as a family.”

The Interact Video Awards celebrated its 10th anniversary in
2018, with a record 198 videos submitted from 35 countries. In
its first year, 32 videos from nine countries were submitted. The
growing popularity of the awards has inspired more Interactors
to promote how Interact instills leadership skills and helps them
make a difference in their communities.

10th anniversary

2017: Interact Club of Mark R.
Isfeld Secondary School, British
Columbia, Canada: The Interact
Club of Mark R. Isfeld regularly
volunteers in their community and
has undertaken several projects to
support education and promote
health in Honduras. Their video
sought to demonstrate how they are
a driven group of students who

Kyle Gomes, a former member of the Interact Club of Hugh
Boyd Secondary School, British Columbia, Canada, which earned
best video in 2012 and 2014, says, “Winning the Interact Video
Awards reinforced the idea that even though we were a small,
newer club, our contributions mattered.”

Here are the winners for the past 2 years:

“I think the video selected in 2012 was probably the most
impactful for us,” adds Gomes, now a professional
photographer and cinematographer. “We were a brand new
Interact club, and these were the very first large-scale projects
we were taking on. This was for sure instrumental in motivating
everyone.”

2016: Interact Club of Constanta, Romania: With the theme “If
Interactors Ruled the World,” members of the Interact Club of
Constanta share their ideas for making the world a better place.

wish to make a positive impact worldwide.

ROTARY



PP Peter set up dinner at Yung Kee Restaurant in Central
to welcome RC Taipei’s Koji Lee visiting HK in May 2009.
PP Thomas Chiu of our baby club RC Central was once a
member of RC Taipei and Chris “Mandarin” was working
in HK at that time so both were glad to join in.

Fellowship lunch with RC Taipei, RC Taipei Diamond and RC
Central at Royal Garden Hotel, June 2014.

Welcome dinner with RCMSL and RC Taipei, RC Diamond at a
restaurant in Yaumatei after golf at Fanling, Jun 2015.

Day tour to Stanley Market with RCMSL, RC Taipei and RC
Taipei Diamond followed by visit to PP Dennis Lo’s Garden
Gallery shop in South Horizons and seafood dinner at Lei Yu
Mun June 2016.

Lunch at Jumbo floating restaurant in Aberdeen followed by
tour to Repulse Bay and happy hour at Pacific Club and dinner
in Tsimshatsui June 2017.

After golf dinner with RC Taipei and mother club RC Peninsula
at Mission Hills Golf Club June 2013. RCTP golfers should
remember that we used to have Pre-annual ball golf
tournament . . .
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On the 15th of June, members of the Rotary Club of Tai
Po conducted an outing and lunch with a group of
elderly folk from Tai Po, as part of our initiative to
service and provide activities to the elderly with
dementia in the Tai Po area. All in all it was a group of
46 enthusiastic participants.

In the morning, our Rotarians greeted the elderly and
boarded the bus with them, making way to the Tao
Heung Museum and Restaurant of Food Culture in Fo
Tan, where they had an energizing lunch together. After
the group had warmed up, our Rotarians guided the
elderly to the museum above and the tour began.
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Outing with the Elderly
15 June 2019

Alaric Yim, son of PP William

In the museum tour, not only did everybody learn more
about the culinary culture in Hong Kong, they were also
reminded of the culinary traditions and practices of the
olden days. After the tour, the group spent a bit of time
chatting and were left to explore the rest of the
museum freely. At the end a group photo was taken,
and our elderly friends boarded the bus back to Tai Po.
All in all it was a wonderful trip, thanks to our Service
Chair PP William, who had organized the event.



The welcome dinner was held at the Loong Yuen Cantonese Restaurant (龍苑) at basement of Holiday Inn Golden Mile Hotel at
TST. Rtn Henry walked the guests down Nathan Road to the restaurant and fortunately did not lose any guest to the many
shops. We welcomed both the RCMSL and RCT guests with drinks and wine first. The Welcome Dinner was delicious with many
nice Chinese cuisine. There were many toasts and good fellowship around the tables.

Twenty four Rotary Club of Makati San Lorenzo (RCMSL) Rotarians and spouses plus four Rotary Club of Taipei (RCT)
Rotarians paid a very successful and enjoyable visit to RCTP from 21 to 24 June 2019. They attended the RCTP Ball and also
joined RCTP in various welcome lunches, dinners and tours. There were great fellowship and Rotary spirit during their visit.

Sister Club Reception
21 – 24 June 2019

Henry Wang

On 21-Jun 2019, President Patrick and several RCTP
Rotarian and spouse welcomed the RCMSL guests at
Hong Kong International Airport. They picked up all
the guests at the Airport and then drove in a coach to
the Kowloon Bowling Green Club in the city.

The Welcome lunch was held at the Kowloon Bowling Green Club. CP Donald, PDG Kenneth, President Patrick, Henry, Peter,
Danny, William and Bebe joined the guests. Wanda chose a nice menu of dim sum, noodles, vegetables and rice. Our
guests enjoyed the welcome lunch and we had good discussions over lunch. We discovered that RCMSL Rtn Gigi was
having her 70th Birthday. Together with President Patrick and Pearl, we agreed to get her a special birthday cake at dinner.
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Day 1

Near the end of the dinner, President Patrick
invited RCMSL Rtn Gigi to join him to wish her
happy birthday and then cut the special birthday
cake from RCTP to celebrate her 70th birthday. She
was very moved and said it was her first Rotary
Birthday celebration. She wants to show all her
children nice photos of her birthday celebration in
Hong Kong.



Rtn Henry Wang invited and
accompanied RCMSL new member
Ms Marion Salonga to the VIP Racing
Party at the Hong Kong Jockey Club
Shatin Racecourse.

After lunch there was a tour of Tai Kwun
( 大 館 ). Many RCMSL guests said
afterwards that this is the first time they
have visited a historical prison during a
Rotary tour. Will they arrange similar tours
in Manila for RCTP in future?

The bus ride to Hong Kong Ocean Park Marriott Hotel for the Annual Ball was smooth. We arrived in time for all the
welcome and many photographic opportunities. At the start of the Ball, RCTP Rotarians marched in to some nice music.
We all enjoyed the Ball & the good food. CP Donald sang very well & was appreciated by all. Our guests & us also went on
stage at the end of the Ball and enjoyed some very good dancing to nice music.

On Saturday 22-Jun, Peter & Henry met the guests at 17:30 at Mira Hotel Lobby for their Bus pick up from Mira Hotel to
HK Ocean Park Marriott Hotel. All the RCMSL ladies were dressed nicely for the Ball and we took many photos in the lobby
before leaving.

On Sunday 23-Jun RCTP picked up guests
from Mira Hotel Lobby and departed for
The Peak (山頂) Tour. They enjoyed lunch
at Wildfire Pizza Bar at The Peak Tower.

The dinner at Club One La Plaza
Restaurant in TST was good with
toasts of whiskey and wine. After
dinner Peter & Henry accompanied
some guests to the harbour front and
spent a great time in a nice bar
enjoying sisha and drinks.

We enjoyed the nice races, the
delicious buffet and special tours of
the owners paddock. We had some
beginners luck after initial losses &
won a nice red wine plus a coupon.
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Day 2

Day 3

On Monday 24-Jun the farewell lunch
was held at Tsui Hang Village (翠亨邨) at
Mira Place One. PP Pearl also gave, on
behalf of RCTP, to the guests the special
RCTP egg tarts gifts. They appreciated
the tarts with many good feedbacks.
RCMSL President Boy complained
jokingly the RCMSL ladies ate his tarts as
he had to stay in Manila to receive his
Rotary President award.

At 14:30 Mira Hotel Lobby, Bus picked
up guests from Mira Hotel to the
Airport. Our guests said it’s a
successful end to a very enjoyable trip.

Day 4



22th June 2019 HK Ocean Park 
Marriott Hotel
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Welcome passengers on board…
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Grand entrance of our captain and crew members 
announces the start of the night

Entertainment, greetings, speeches and performances fill our night with joy 
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Who is the Selfie King and Queen?

Music and Dance are all we need!

See you again next year!



In order to celebrate this meeting and to enjoy whiskey, I mentioned in previous meetings and reminded all members to
bring their birthday Whisky Tumblers to taste different kinds of whisky. Most of the members remembered to bring back
their whisky tumblers while those who had forgotten were all very happy to donate money into the Happy Box (Red Box).

This is the last regular meeting for my
presidency year 2018-19. Over 30 people
(including members, past presidents, spouses,
families and friends) participated in the
meeting at Fincher Room, KCC. I ordered a
special menu for all of us to enjoy and mark
the occasion. Also, I had arranged several raffle
gifts including a box of fish maw, one bottle of
Champagne and two bottles of Nikka Whisky.

Wrap Up Dinner
28 June 2019

Patrick Fong, Your Happy President 2018-19

After regular report, we started to enjoy food and drinks. I also delivered appreciation speech to thank our Charter
President, all past presidents, members, spouses and families for their support throughout the year. Torrente and I
prepared small souvenirs (towels embroidered with RCTP 2018-19) to all participants on the night. We gave a toast to all
members around the tables. Thanks PP Peter who assisted in taking many happy and memorable photos for us.
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Last but the not least, I would like to say special
thanks to my better half, Torrente, for her
unfailing support during the year. I am now
planning a trip / a short break with her.
Taking this opportunity, I wish you have all
enjoyed and affirmed my effort to serve and
lead the club for my presidency year 2018-
2019. Thank you.



Outside the cocktail area, guests could see a large white-bluish signing board depicting the unlimited sky. A balloon
bridge and huge hand-made decorations were also placed near the entrance, representing both the uniqueness of three
clubs respectively and the fellowship within us (中大扶青). Guests were welcomed to sign on the board and take group
photos with the decorations for commemoration.

The installation ceremony of our club had been successfully held
on 3rd July at Lecture Theatre 2 in Yasumoto International Park
of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, cooperating with the
Rotaract Club of Chung Chi College and the Rotaract Club of
Lee Woo Sing College. We were honored with the guests from
our college, District Rotary Board, our mother club Rotary Club
of Tai Po, our sister club Rotaract Club of Taipo, and fellow
Rotarians and Rotaractors.

The theme of the joint installation ceremony is “The Sky
is the Beginning of Limit”, echoing the annual themes of
the three Rotaract Clubs (Birds, Rocket and Moon). It
conveys the message that there is no limit and everything
could be possible, symbolizing that nothing could be an
obstacle on our path to achieve our goals and pursue our
dreams in the upcoming year.

The ceremony commenced with
the ringing of the Rotary Bell.
Honorable guests including
DRC Anita Chan, DDRR James
and Youth Chair Wilson Woo
from our mother club gave
encouraging and inspiring
speeches, recognizing the
contribution of the outgoing
cabinets and congratulating the
incoming cabinets. Our club
advisor, DDRC Claire Mak
passed the President Collar
from IPP Justin to me, which
was the moment representing
the handover of the two
cabinets. The Oath taking
segment was also remarkable,
which I had led my 11 cabinet
members to take an oath for
our commitment in service for
our members and the
community. Towards the end of
the ceremony, we played a
video recording all the precious
and joyful moments of my
cabinet members in the
previous 9 months.
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Installation Ceremony of Rotaract Club of Wu Yee Sun College
3 July 2019

President Leo Wong, RAC WYS College

Last but not least, I would like
express my heartfelt gratitude to
all the helpers, guests and my
dearest cabinet members.
Without any of you, the
ceremony would never be such
delightful.
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With the help and kind sponsorship from the Rotary Club of Tai Po, we are dedicated to promoting workplace internship
opportunities where SEN students will have trial job placement, vocational trainings and supported employment. This is of
utmost importance to the development of a discrimination-free, caring and inclusive society which enables SEN kids to
adapt to economic and social changes, hence ultimately achieving the goal of connecting for an Inclusive Workplace.

As reported in a recent study by the Equal Opportunities Commission, 63 % of the
employers in Hong Kong have expressed their reluctance in hiring someone with
disability in the next five years. They believe that SEN youth might need extra traning

Pre-Adventureship Gathering 乘風航共融計劃航前聚會乘風航共融計劃航前聚會乘風航共融計劃航前聚會乘風航共融計劃航前聚會
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炮台山循道衛理中學炮台山循道衛理中學炮台山循道衛理中學炮台山循道衛理中學

Fortress Hill Methodist Secondary School
‘Empowering SEN students to Excel • Connecting for an Inclusive Workplace’ 

【【【【共融共融共融共融「「「「友友友友」」」」你你你你••••知人善任知人善任知人善任知人善任】】】】－－－－ 帶動全城齊建共融職場帶動全城齊建共融職場帶動全城齊建共融職場帶動全城齊建共融職場

With the help and kind sponsorship from the Rotary Club of Tai Po, we are dedicated to promoting workplace internship
opportunities where SEN students will have trial job placement, vocational trainings and supported employment. This is of
utmost importance to the development of a discrimination-free, caring and inclusive society which enables SEN kids to
adapt to economic and social changes, hence ultimately achieving the goal of connecting for an Inclusive Workplace.

training and supervision. The project ‘Empowering SEN students to Excel • Connecting for an Inclusive Workplace’ aims to
facilitate SEN students’ life-long learning through raising SEN students’ awareness on discovering their strengths by
implementation of proper support and education of the public. This can result in successful ongoing employment so that
every SEN Child can live and participate in an accepting and inclusive environment.

Adventureship Inclusion Programme 乘風航共融計劃乘風航共融計劃乘風航共融計劃乘風航共融計劃

On 26th June, 2019, 32 students, 5 teachers and Rotarian Danny joined the Adventureship Inclusion Programme at sea.
Through participating in the innovative and carefully designed adventure sea activities, SEN students work co-operatively
and push themselves in a supportive environment, to challenge themselves, improve their self-esteem and learn to solve
problem collaboratively. Not only could the Adventure activities boost their motivation and confidence, which SEN
students usually lack, they also unleash the students’ untapped potential. They are glad to have overcome their fear at the
end and it’s definitely not for the faint-hearted. We are proud of their break-through! Let’s review their exciting sea
adventure moments!

Viola Chow, Teacher-in-charge



All teachers enjoyed the staff development day to know more about the hotel industry and learn the requirements of the
employers, so that we can incorporate more vocational-based generic skills in our daily teaching to better equip our SEN
students with essential workplace skills. It’s indeed a nice wrap-up for both teachers and students.

On behalf of our school, we would like to express our sincere and profound gratitude for the unconditional support from
RCTP in making a huge difference to our SEN students’ career aspiration and life planning.

The Adventureship Commendation Ceremony cum Career Exposure Day was held on 5th July 2019 at Harbour Grand Hong Kong
Hotel as a closure of the ‘Empowering SEN students to Excel’ SEN project. President Patrick, Torrente, Present Elect KF, PP Peter,
Wilson and Danny joined the lunch buffet together with all participants in the Adventureship Inclusion Programme. Our SEN
students enjoyed chatting with all Rotarians. Further, as part of the collaboration with the hotel, the hotel offered professional
food photo-shoot service for our students. So, four food photos taken by our students are used for promotion in the hotel's
website.

P Patrick helped to give out certificates to all Adventureship participants to recognise their hard work and effort. PE KF also
shared insights on being a SEN parent and he will support all meaningful SEN project in the future to make a difference in
the lives of our SEN students and their parents.
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Adventureship Commendation Ceremony cum Career Exposure Day 乘風航嘉許禮暨教師發展酒店業探索乘風航嘉許禮暨教師發展酒店業探索乘風航嘉許禮暨教師發展酒店業探索乘風航嘉許禮暨教師發展酒店業探索



Outgoing President Patrick, for the
last time, rung the Rotary bell and
started the meeting. He showed
us a video of last year’s photos as
he recounted all the memorable
events of the past year. Salute to
this bronze prize best president for
a year well done! Then, in the
presence and witness of outgoing
Governor YC Ho and Assistant
Governor Natalie Kwok, incoming
Governor Wilson Cheng and
Assistant Governor Brendon Wong,
Patrick handed over the president
sash to K F Tam, and thereby
passed on to KF all the duties,
responsibilities and honour that
goes with the RCTP presidency.

8 July 2019 may not be a star-studded evening, but it certainly is
a well-attended and memorable evening of RCTP’s changeover.
Most of our members and spouses turned up on this special
occasion. Our baby club, RC SoHo HK, took up one table with CP
Chris Tsang being the most vocal of all (who else?). Coupled with
President Rosenna and Rtn. Simone from RC Central and 4 of our
Tai Po Rotaractors, some well-wishing Rotarians from friendly
clubs and also the busy District dignitaries, we easily filled up 5
tables of Fincher room in KCC.

KF then gave a moving speech about
how he came, or escalated rather, to be
RCTP’s leader. Of course, all members
fully supported our new president: by
applause and giving happy box! K F
introduced his Board members and
various committee chairs and then
Patrick came back to once again, thank
his Team with lovely presents. Along
the way, there were lots of Happy Box
contributions. The evening continued
with good food, fine wines and plenty
of well wishes.
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RCTP Club Installation
8 July 2019

Claire Mak
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RCTP 2019/20 Board of Directors

PP Natalie KWOK
Director

Kin Fai TAM
President

Wilson WOO
Vice President & 

Secretary

PP Wilson LAM
Director

Danny LAU
Director

PP Roger SO
Director

Henry WANG
Director

William YIM
Director

Sally LUK
Secretary ElectPP Louis TANG

Treasurer

RCTP 2019/20 Club Officers

PP Louis TANG
Foundation Chair

PP Ping LEUNG
Hon Auditor

PP Natalie KWOK
Public Image Chair

PP Claire MAK
Tai Post Chief Editor

P Kin Fai TAM
Webmaster

PP Frankie WU 
Membership Chair

PP Vikky TAM 
Deputy Membership 

Chair
PP Natalie KWOK

Club Administration 
Chair

PP Wilson LAM
Deputy Club 

Administration Chair
Henry WANG

International Service 
Chair

PP Pearl Dang
Deputy International 

Service Chair

PP William YIM
Fellowship Chair

Danny LAU
Sergeant-at-arms

Dennis LO 
Deputy Fellowship Chair Wilson WOO

Youth Chair
Danny LAU

Deputy Youth Chair
Wilson WOO

Tai Po Rotaract Advisor

PP Claire MAK
WYS Rotaract Advisor

PP Peter LAM
TTCA Interact Advisor PDG Anthony HUNG

TTCA Interact Advisor
Danny LAU 

Community Service 
Chair

PP William YIM
Deputy Community 

Service Chair
PP Wilson LAM

Deputy Community 
Service Chair
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Rotary Club of Tai Po - Teams for 2019-20
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LEADER: 
Louis Tang
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Anthony Hung
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Dennis Lo
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LEADER: 
Armstrong Shea

Sasha Chu

Henry Wang

C M Yu

Claire Mak

Wilson Woo



RAC Tai Po President Scarlet
updated us on their Club’s AGM
(27 April) and the Empowering
SEN students to Excel project
Opening Ceremony cum SEN
Photo Exhibition (11 May).
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17 June 2019

WYS Rotaractors Leo, Selina,
Trevor and Bowei recounted with
us their invaluable International
Service Trip experience in
Ulaanbaatar Mongolia.

The speech on “Gender and Life” eloquently delivered by
Ms. Judy Tam was interesting and informative. Everyone
could relate to the topic one way or another. The figures
she gave, the examples she quoted and the questions she
posed had sent us all thinking and rethinking about how
gender affects one’s outlook and opportunities.

Judy’s speech
prompted PP
Louis Tang to
give a lengthy
Vote of Thanks.

PP Wilson Lam
won the raffle
prize of two
bottles of good
wine given out
by PP William.

Quite sizable Happy Box collection that evening. There must have been something good going on!

15 July 2019
At the first substantive
meeting and club Assembly
after his installation as
president, President K F
went through with us his
Club Plans for the year.

CP Donald showed
his support to KF by
gracing the meeting
and paying happy
box.

Rtnn Alice won the
box of smooth
COVA chocolate
given out by
President KF and
she immediately
opened and shared
with everyone.

Chairing the first substantive RCTP meeting entails President
KF paying some happy box of course.

Regular 
Meetings



The editorial board
Claire Mak
Peter Lam

Tai Post wants to hear from you.
Write in to clairerctp@gmail.com
Tai Post reserves the right to edit
articles for length and clarity.

Got Something
to say?

Date Time Event Venue

29 JUL  
(MON)

7:00p.m. Regular Meeting
Speaker: Wang Wei
Topic: Hearing is Believing 信由聲生

Fincher Room, KCC, 10 
Cox’s Road, Jordan

3 AUG 
(SAT)

2:00p.m. Membership Connect Forum
Guest Speaker: PDG Y. K. Cheng

4/F., HKPC Building, 78
Tat Chee Avenue,
Kowloon Tong

12 AUG 
(MON)

7:00p.m. Assistant Governor Brendon 
Wong’s visit

Fincher Room, KCC, 10 
Cox’s Road, Jordan

9 SEP 
(MON)

7:00p.m District Governor’s Visit & Joint 
Meeting

Royal Plaza Hotel, 193 
Prince Edward Road West, 
Mongkok

Average attendance: 73%

SASHA CHU,
SINCERE YIP
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Upcoming
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Perfect Attendance
PATRICK FONG, 
ANTHONY HUNG, 
NATALIE KWOK, 
PETER LAM, 
DANNY LAU, 
CLAIRE MAK, 
ROGER SO,

KF TAM, 
VIKKY TAM, 
HENRY WANG, 
KENNETH WONG, 
WILSON WOO, 
FRANKIE WU, 
WILLIAM YIM

DOROTHY CHAN

28th
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